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Autumn 2013
Dear plant enthusiasts,
welcome to our Autumn 2013 catalogue. This year an amazing collection of alpines is waiting for you again.
But never before the propagation was so slow and difficult for me as this year. In the beginning as you all
remember we had a very long and cold spring and beginning of the summer, followed by a hot and dry summer.
The first propagation of my Dionysia collection failed and I had to start again with fresh material.That means
Dionysias are only available later the year. Jankaea heldreichii will also ready for sale later the year.
As soon as completed everything, I will keep you updated.
However there are othe gems included, like for instance the wonderful species Campanula piperi and
C. Shetlerii. Also several new Edraianthus species are in stock as well of course Eritrichium aretioides and many
other gems for the scree, alpine-house, throughs and rockgarden just to dream of. See my list:
.
Several species are in very short supply, therefore please list some substitutes with your order.
Orders will be shipped from the beginning of September!!

We look forward to see your reply and wish you all a good plant season !!!!

Ger & Mariet van den Beuken

Ordering information

Visits
Visits to my nursery and garden are welcomed, even on Sundays; I shall be pleased to make an appointment.
Horst is situated in the southeast of the Netherlands and can easily be reached via motorway A 73.

Growing conditions
In my lists I usually indicate my views as to the most general desired conditions (which will be in conformity with
many other experts views) but :
hardiness and successful growing is certainly not only dependent on temperature/climatic conditions or even the
plant’s own physical properties, but also [and often] mainly on the combination with other factors. In practice quite a
few plants, theoretically condemned to an alpine house, do very well outside, be it just with winter protection. Only by
experience can be ascertained what they can endure, what they could endure.
Try a few plants in different conditions / places, dividing the risks, gather experience with a quite interesting match.
There will be no harm of course to apply a bit of common sense.

Post and Packing Charges
1 - 5 plants
6 - 11 plants
11 - 25 plants

€. 12,€. 15,€. 18,-

Over 25 plants will be charged by weight. To cut down expenses, all plants will be dispatched without pots, wrapped
in peat moss and tinfoil.
Dionysias in small clay pots. Very important to list some substitutes!!!
We do our outmost for the best possible packing, based upon our experience, but we cannot guarantee of course safe
arrival. So far we had no complaints whatsoever.

Payment
Cashing cheques has proved sometimes to be very cumbersome and expensive, therefore only
cash payment please along with your order in a registered letter.

Important
Please fill in your name and address on your order clearly, to avoid any delivery
problem of the plants.

